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the flagship publication of the national parks conservation association national parks magazine circ 340 000 fosters an

appreciation of the natural and historic treasures found in the national parks educates readers about the need to preserve those

resources and illustrates how member contributions drive our organization s park protection efforts national parks magazine uses

images and language to convey our country s history and natural landscapes from acadia to zion from denali to the everglades

and the 387 other park units in between schullery s heartfelt reflections on his relationship to the wildness of yellowstone park field

stream america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories compelling photography

and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations the fascinating story of a

trial that opened a window onto the century long battle to control nature in the national parks when twenty five year old harry

walker was killed by a bear in yellowstone park in 1972 the civil trial prompted by his death became a proxy for bigger questions

about american wilderness management that had been boiling for a century at immediate issue was whether the park service

should have done more to keep bears away from humans but what was revealed as the trial unfolded was just how fruitless our

efforts to regulate nature in the parks had always been the proceedings drew to the witness stand some of the most important

figures in twentieth century wilderness management including the eminent zoologist a starker leopold who had produced a

landmark conservationist document in the 1950s and all american twin researchers john and frank craighead who ran

groundbreaking bear studies at yellowstone their testimony would help decide whether the government owed the walker family

restitution for harry s death but it would also illuminate decades of patchwork efforts to preserve an idea of nature that had never

existed in the first place in this remarkable excavation of american environmental history nature writer and former park ranger
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jordan fisher smith uses harry walker s story to tell the larger narrative of the futile sometimes fatal attempts to remake wilderness

in the name of preserving it tracing a course from the founding of the national parks through the tangled twentieth century growth

of the conservationist movement smith gives the lie to the portrayal of national parks as edenic wonderlands unspoiled until the

arrival of europeans and shows how virtually every attempt to manage nature in the parks has only created cascading effects that

require even more management moving across time and between yellowstone yosemite and glacier national parks engineering

eden shows how efforts at wilderness management have always been undone by one fundamental problem that the idea of what

is wild dissolves as soon as we begin to examine it leaving us with little framework to say what wilderness should look like and

which human interventions are acceptable in trying to preserve it in the tradition of john mcphee s the control of nature and alan

burdick s out of eden jordan fisher smith has produced a powerful work of popular science and environmental history grappling

with critical issues that we have even now yet to resolve exposes how entrenched political interests beholden to industry lobbyists

are waging an all out war to weaken key environmental laws and gut regulatory agencies and how deals are made giving private

industry a profit at the public s expense jacket this book traces the epic clash of values between traditional scenery and tourism

management and emerging ecological concepts in the national parks america s most treasured landscapes it spans the period

from the creation of yellowstone national park in 1872 to near the present analyzing the management of fires predators elk bear

and other natural phenomena in parks such as yellowstone yosemite grand canyon and great smoky mountains committee serial

no 39 considers navy land acquisition plans around ammunition magazine at port chicago calif and the proposed army ammunition

terminal at portero hills calif aug 30 hearing was held in port chicago calif and martinez calif aug 31 hearing was held in fairfield

calif what causes bear attacks when should you play dead and when should you fight an attacking bear what do we know about

black and grizzly bears and how can this knowledge be used to avoid bear attacks and more generally what is the bear s future

bear attacks is a thorough and unflinching landmark study of the attacks made on men and women by the great grizzly and the
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occasionally deadly black bear this is a book for everyone who hikes camps or visits bear country and for anyone who wants to

know more about these sometimes fearsome but always fascinating wild creatures
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